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Abstract. In this paper we discuss the use of the role concept in the Web Engineering life cycle. We claim that introducing roles in the modeling and design armory of existing web engineering methods will improve their expression power and help to solve design problems that appear frequently in Web Applications. We first survey those situations in which objects must change their properties according to the context in which they are used; next we introduce the role concept and discuss how it has been used so far in the software engineering community. Using existing methods (like UWE and OOHDM) as an example we show how to introduce roles during the Web Engineering process. We compare our work with other similar approaches and then outline some further work we are pursuing.

1 Introduction

The increasing use of the Web as a software platform together with the advance of technology has given raise to a completely new generation of Web Applications; these applications allow ubiquitous access from fixed and mobile devices, provide personalized features to individuals, support complex business processes and workflows, etc. The Web engineering community has already discussed and hopefully solve many of the design problems arising from this complexity [5], [10], [21]. In this paper we focus on one important issue that has been so far ignored (or at most only partially addressed): the evolution of objects features during the application’s execution, for example when they interact with other objects.

Usually, application objects must be designed to provide different services (data, behavior) according to the context in which they are accessed. In an academic application, when a person gets enrolled it is treated as a student; the same person may then become a teaching assistant in a course, or an employee of the university: the corresponding software object(s) will presumably exhibit different behaviors. In a typical e-commerce Web software, the same product object will provide different services according to the application object (or user) interacting with it, e.g. in the context of a stock application, when being part of an order, when accessed as a recommended item, when treated as a gift to an employee, etc. Notice that in these two
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examples, application objects (persons, products) vary their features when interacting, collaborating or being accessed by other objects, as if they were dynamically changing their base class. This variation occurs not only when we send specific messages to those objects but also when we navigate them, even in simple Web applications. The examples above shows only a small sub-set of the different kinds of situations in which semantic flexibility is needed for modeling.

Some of the situations above can be modeled using combinations of well-known object-oriented primitives or patterns (See for example [20]); moreover, we can surely use programming language features to solve them, such as Java interfaces. However, it is important to deal with these concerns in different levels of abstraction and in particular, we need a clear way to express this kind of variability in a higher level, while modeling the application. In this paper we argue that we can solve those modeling problems in an elegant and clear way, by introducing the role concept.

Informally, a role is the set of features, which an object can assume in a particular context (or when participating in a certain relationship); we thus say that the object is playing that role. For example, a person object might play the role of a student, a teaching assistant, etc. A product may be playing the role of a gift or a recommendation. When the person is playing the role of a student it “acquires” some new attributes and services while still being a person; when she plays the role of a teacher other features are necessary. The teacher might even play the role of a tutor when interacting with a particular student and so on.

Surprisingly, the role concept has not been used so far in the hypermedia community (interesting exceptions are IUHM [14] and [1]) and thus has been also ignored in the Web Engineering community.

In this paper we discuss why roles should be used as first-class citizens in Web design methods, and propose some simple ways of introducing them in some well-known design approaches, like UWE [10] and OOHDM [21]. The contributions of this paper are three fold:

- From a pedagogic point of view, we aim to make the Web Engineering community aware of the role modeling principle usefulness; we explain how to deal with different design concerns using roles.
- We show that the introduction of the role concept not only improves existing methods but also unify some existing primitives in a simple but powerful formalism;
- Finally, while comparing our approach with others using roles we clearly show when roles should be used and when other design structures or patterns are preferred.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first review the role concept and how it has been used in the software engineering field. Next, we focus on the Web Engineering process and discuss why roles are useful in this context. Then, we show how to introduce roles in existing Web applications design methods; in particular we outline how to use roles to explicitly represent the use of Web patterns. Finally we compare our work with other similar approaches and present some further research we are pursuing.
2 The role concept in software engineering

As stated in [25], the role concept has been introduced early in software engineering but, unfortunately, from different points of view (See for example [15]). In this section, we point out the fundamental definitions of the role concept, which are important for its use in Web engineering. For the sake of clarity we distinguish two perspectives: conceptual modeling and object-oriented design. This distinction is useful to emphasize the intentional aspect associated to the use of roles from more technical aspects, thus allowing us to extract the main points to introduce in Web engineering design methods.

2.1 Roles in conceptual modeling

Fundamental for the relationships between roles and objects is the distinction between natural types and roles, originally introduced by Sowa [24].

A natural type is a semantically rigid and non-founded type insofar as an entity that has the type cannot stop being of the type without losing its identity and does not depend on any collaboration. As an example, consider the Type Person: a person exists (even in software) independently of any relationship with other types; it is not possible to end being a person without losing the object’s identity.

On the contrary, a role type is a founded and semantically non-rigid type insofar as it characterizes an entity by some role it plays in relationship to another entity or other entities, and if left, does not give up identity of entities. Thereby a role type characterizes the dynamic state of an entity when it is involved in some collaboration with others. For example Student is a role type; for a person to be a student it must be enrolled in a course (or in a college), thus it depends on collaboration with other entity. A person can end being a student without losing its identity.

As said before, when an object plays a role it acts as if it has changed its class, incorporating the properties belonging to the role type. As objects might be involved in many relationships, an object may play several roles at the same time. Besides, a role type can be “assigned” to different natural types or even to other role types.

Introducing roles in conceptual modeling as first class entities allows us to clearly identify and separate those object’ properties such as attributes and services that correspond to its belonging to a natural type (Person, Product, Course) from those corresponding to the roles played by the object (Student, Employee, Gift, etc).

However, conceptual modeling approaches have not incorporated this concept completely. For example, in UML [28], roles have been mainly introduced to serve three different purposes; first, they label association ends (similar to entity relationship models), thus illustrating the conceptualization of roles as named places in a relationship. Less popular, though more related with the definitions in [24] is their use to indicate slots in collaborations and as dynamic classes. Steinman has recently shown [26] some problems of these two interpretations, and has proposed some changes to the meta-model of UML [29], incorporating roles as core structural elements following the ideas expressed above.
2.2 Roles in object-oriented design

Roles have been considered from two points of view in object-oriented design: as an abstraction mechanism in object-oriented programs and as a means to describe design patterns and thereby to provide better support to composite patterns and framework description.

In [11], the authors detail the interest of making explicit those class attribute subsets associated to roles, in order to formally specify operations such as composition, generalization, point of view, etc. While the definition of roles is similar to the one proposed in [24], the focus is put on extending an object-oriented language with role-based constructs, for example improving the language class browser (in Smalltalk for example) with roles. Different techniques for implementing roles are presented in [2], for instance the use of interfaces [27], like in Java. A set of strategies for introducing roles in object-oriented analysis is described in [12].

The above discussion on the difficulties for expressing properties of objects and classes when involved in some relationship lead Riehle [16] to propose representing design patterns using role diagrams rather than class diagrams, and even to define the Role pattern to reify roles as objects for decoupling them from the role they play in some collaborations [3].

2.3 Summary and Notations

So far, the role concept has not been used in Web engineering design methods even those, which rely on object-orientation and UML-like modeling. As we will show, it is important for Web engineering methods to incorporate roles as first-class abstraction concepts at the same level of classes.

We can summarize the usage of the role concept for Web engineering methods in the following way:

- Roles as abstraction mechanisms: we distinguish the notion of Role as characterizing the dynamic state of an object in some collaboration context and Role type as representing the abstract properties of one role. We argue for using explicitly role types and not only roles as places in a collaboration.
- Roles as indications of context: when different objects are involved in some relationships leading to specific constraints, roles are used for expressing those constraints.

Furthermore, roles can be used to help separate some abstract design properties from their implementation using pure class-based models.

In the following we will use two different notations to introduce roles in Web engineering methods: the notation proposed in [26] (See Figure 1) in which roles are expressed using UML (in a similar way as the UML notation for interfaces). We will also use the notation of [18] as shown in Figure 2. The rationale for choosing each one of them is fully explained in Section 4.

In the next section we further discuss the need of using roles in Web engineering methods.
3 Using Roles in the Web Engineering Process

Web application development methods like UWE [10], OOHDM [21], OO-H [7] and WebML [5] partition the design space in (at least) two different activities, conceptual and navigational design, providing modeling primitives for each activity (for the sake of conciseness we ignore subtle differences between these approaches). There is a consensus in our community that during conceptual design, the overall application functionality is specified; application objects, behaviors and relationships are specified using well-known notations such as UML.

Being Web applications a particular kind of hypermedia software, navigational design aims at defining which hypermedia objects the user will perceive and how he will navigate them; hypermedia primitives such as nodes, links and indexes are used in this activity. Nodes and links are generally defined in terms of application objects and relationships, using some mapping mechanism.

3.1 Why roles are needed?

These methodologies have not incorporated the concept of role in their design primitives, and thus problems associated with objects (nodes) behaving differently when playing different roles, e.g. when relating with other objects (nodes), are generally solved in an ad-hoc way both in conceptual and navigational models. For example, there is no easy way to express the fact that a node will show different information according to the path, which has been followed to reach it (the OOHDM navigational context primitive, as shown later, solves only a particular case of this situation).

3.2 Where roles are needed?

From the above, we can derive some conclusions about the usefulness of role-based modeling in the development process. As discussed in Section 2, role types can be introduced in the object-oriented design process to indicate different sets of behaviors when application objects play different roles. In the following sub-sections we refine
the discussion considering the different design dimensions of Web Engineering methods.

3.2.1 Conceptual design

During conceptual design, role types can be used in a straightforward way, without changing usual Web design methods’ heuristics to build the conceptual schema. Simply, we enhance our modeling armory with the role concept (See Section 4), i.e. when we identify that an application object will exhibit different behaviors when participating in different interactions we define the corresponding role types and their associated role behaviors. These role types might be eventually mapped to different classes of nodes (or roles) in the navigational model.

3.2.2 Navigational design

Introducing roles in the navigational design activity requires a slightly different view. As mentioned in Section 2, an object cannot play a role in isolation: an object plays a role in relationship with other objects and it might play different roles according to the objects with which it interacts. Being hypermedia a discipline in which relationships (materialized for example as links) constitute such an important feature, it is clear that the role concept can be applied in a simple, intuitive way to allow nodes to exhibit different features (such as displayed information or outgoing links) when accessed with different links, i.e. when they are related with different nodes.

Let us suppose, in an e-commerce site, a node class `Product` built from conceptual class `Product` (for the sake of simplicity, we ignore here possible roles defined in the conceptual level). By analyzing the different incoming link types we can decide whether we want the product to show different attributes or behaviors. For example when the product is accessed from an index of similar products we might want to provide a link to the next product in the index (this is called set-based navigation in OOHDM and is implemented with navigational contexts as discussed in Section 4). At the opposite, when we navigate to the product from an order in which the product is included, we might want to disallow further navigation. Finally, when the Product is a recommended item, for example navigated from the home page, we might want to add some additional comments. More generally, we could define different role types for each incoming link type of a node class.

Using the role abstraction does not pose implementation problem; implementing role-based diagrams in state-of-the-art Web architectural languages and tools is straightforward using plain object-oriented techniques and applying either the Role pattern [3], variants of the Decorator pattern [6] or other programming techniques [12], [27].

4 Putting Roles to Work in Web Engineering Methods

The role abstraction mechanism complements existing object-oriented concepts mainly the concept of a class. The sole introduction of this concept in the modeling
armory gives us the possibility to think about applications in a higher-level way; however, the introduction of the role concept in existing methods has to be done in a seamless way, in order to maintain the corresponding notation coherent. In this section, we show how to improve some existing methods with roles. We have chosen two object-oriented methods for keeping the discussion simple; however the discussion below can be easily applied to other methods such as OOH [7] and WebML [5] in a straightforward way. As introducing a new concept in an existing methodology involves much more than changing a notation, the sub-sections below are just the starting point for a much wider discussion in the Web Engineering community.

4.1 Introducing roles in UWE

The UWE methodology [10] is an object-oriented approach based on the standard UML, i.e. the notation and diagrams in UWE are restricted to those provided by UML. The UWE meta-model elements are the basis for the UWE notation, defined as a light weighted UML profile, because it uses UML extension mechanisms, such as stereotypes, tagged values and OCL constraints [29]. The advantage of this approach is that UWE can benefit from all tools that support UML.

While the conceptual model in UWE uses plain UML primitives, the UWE profile introduces some specific modeling elements for navigation and presentation. In particular, the navigation space model is represented by a stereotyped class diagram, including the classes of those objects, which can be visited during navigation. The <<navigation class>> and the <<navigation link>> stereotypes are used to model nodes and links. Relationships with conceptual classes are expressed using the UML Object Constraint Language (OCL) [29].

Other stereotypes such as <<index>> and <<guided tour>> are used for constructing the navigation structure model as a refinement of the navigation space model. An index for example allows direct access to instances of a navigation class. This is modeled in UWE by a composite object, which contains an arbitrary number of index items. Each index item is in turn an object, which has a name that identifies the instance and owns a link to an instance of a navigation class. Any index is a member of some index class, which is stereotyped by «index» with a corresponding icon.

One way to introduce roles in UWE is to use the notation in [26] and shown in Figure 1 which, as explained in Section 2, re-elaborates the role concept in UML. Roles can thus be introduced in the conceptual, navigation space and navigation structure models. The problem with this approach is that it is not a light weighted extension of UML (since it modifies the UML meta-model) so it does not fit well with the UWE philosophy. Another possibility would be to define a new stereotype <<role>> and use the Role pattern [3] to decouple roles from the base classes. Role classes will use the stereotype <<role>> thus simplifying the diagram. For the sake of illustrating the impact of using roles in UWE we will use a third and simpler approach: UML interfaces. Interfaces allow partitioning the operations of a class in groups (for example corresponding to the different roles played by objects of that class).

In Figure 3, we show part of an UWE navigation structure model taken from [10] and improved with roles. In the diagram, papers can be accessed from different indexes (Accepted, All Papers by ID, etc); in each case, a different role (interface) is de-
fined providing additional information (links to the next article in the list for example).

The benefits of using roles in UWE are twofold: first we can use roles in both the conceptual and navigational model keeping the notation UML-compliant; second, the use of roles in the navigation model allows to improve the method, as expressed in Section 3, and in particular introducing the OOHDM concept of navigational contexts not present yet in UWE as discussed in Section 4.1.

Figure 3. UWE navigation structure model using roles

4.2 Introducing roles in OOHDM

OOHDM [21] shares the same basic ideas with UWE, in particular a clear separation of conceptual from navigation models; however OOHDM uses a more “eclectic” notation; while the conceptual model is described using UML, the navigational model uses a somewhat proprietary notation, which favors expressive power. Introducing roles in OOHDM is also easy: in the conceptual model we can use the notation in Figure 1 that, as discussed before, is based on UML.

The introduction of roles in the navigational model requires a more careful discussion. In OOHDM the navigational structure of the application is specified with a navigational schema, showing nodes and links and a navigational contexts schema.

An original feature of OOHDM is the introduction of the notion of navigational context defined as a set of nodes sharing some property, e.g. books of an author, CDs performed by a group, products in a shopping cart, etc. When a node is navigated in a particular context, it might exhibit specific features, which are specified by using In-Context classes, a kind of decorator [6] for the corresponding node class. The navigational contexts schema shows the indexes and contexts of the application. Indexes have similar semantics as their UWE counterpart; they specify the selectors (how the different index entries “look like”) and the target objects. A simplified navigational contexts schema for a conference review system taken from [23] is shown in Figure 4. From the main menu it is possible to enter (via indexes) into different contexts related with papers. When navigating to a paper in the By Pc Member context, it is possible to easily access other papers in the same context, i.e. the other papers assigned to the same PC member; this is possible because the corresponding InContext class contains those additional links that are necessary to implement set-based navigation features.

Since nodes involved in a navigational context play a specific role when being accessed in the context, it is natural to use a role-based notation for representing differ-
ent features of those nodes in the context. In fact what we can see in Figure 4 are the different contexts (roles) in which a Paper is accessed.

![Figure 4. Navigational Contexts in OOHDM](image)

We propose the use of the notation in Figure 2 [18] both in the navigational schema and in the navigational contexts schema since this notation is very similar to the original OOHDM notation for contexts. As a result we can express all the roles a node may play including those induced by navigational contexts using the same notation.

In Figure 5 we show the node class Paper with the different roles played by papers: when accessed in the context of papers of an author or assigned to a PC member and when a paper is considered a recommended paper (for example the best in each section). In the case of contexts (See Figure 4), each of these roles contains the information formerly defined in the corresponding InContext class. A paper playing the role of a recommended paper might exhibit further comments and be linked to additional references.

A set of pre-defined roles can be defined which contains usual features of navigational contexts, such as set-based navigation anchors. They can be eventually differentiated from the other roles using a gray background as shown in Figure 5.

![Figure 5. Describing different navigational contexts with roles](image)

This way of introducing roles in the OOHDM’s navigational model has a further advantage because it allows building a diagram (similar to the navigation structure diagram in UWE) that refines the navigational schema incorporating indexes and navigational contexts.

A further discussion not addressed in this paper is the impact of the combination of roles in the conceptual and navigational models with the use of navigational contexts. In particular, when roles defined in the navigational model are the counterpart of cor-
responding roles in the conceptual model and when they are not. Roles involved in navigational contexts are an example of this latter case, i.e. they are not derived from “conceptual” roles of a class, they are purely “navigational” roles.

4.3 Documenting the use of Web Patterns

The Hypermedia and Web Engineering communities have explored the use of patterns in the development process for some years [4], [13], [19]. Patterns record valuable experience and convey this experience to ease its reuse in software projects. Incorporating patterns in Web applications methods is critical but difficult, since patterns express abstract design ideas that have to be instantiated to be applied in a particular application; roles can be also useful to solve this problem.

In [17] the authors propose the use of role-based models to describe composite patterns; the basic idea takes into account that class-based descriptions for patterns in the style of [6] represent, in fact, roles that must be played by actual classes when the pattern is instantiated.

For example, in the Observer design pattern [6], we have two roles: Observer and Subject; when using this pattern, specific application classes will provide interfaces for playing those roles. Unfortunately, when implementing those classes, other interfaces are necessary and thus the use of a pattern (generally an important architectural decision) becomes obscured. Clearly documenting those interfaces that implement pattern related roles allows tracking their use in a software system.

The former observation shows a possible approach for indicating the use of Web patterns in a design model. In the upcoming discussion we concentrate on navigational patterns; conceptual and interface patterns can be treated analogously.

A navigational model describes the linking relationships among nodes. Links usually express relationships derived from the conceptual model and with strong semantic meaning. However, it has been shown [19] that Web patterns allow us to describe elaborated micro-architectures, in which the basic guidelines for “discovering” links are not enough. For example the News pattern [19] shows that when we want to make evident some “novel” nodes, we must link a home page with those nodes, even breaking the taxonomic structure of the hyper graph. In an electronic bookstore application for example we can allocate a section in the home page for “news” (such as in www.amazon.com) and build those opportunistic links to the recent books. When a book is a novelty we might want to include some additional comments in the corresponding node to make it evident.

We can describe the generic structure of the News pattern using a role diagram in which there will be an outstanding role, Novelty played by those nodes that are linked from the home page. However, when we use the pattern in a particular application such as the bookstore, we might want to make it evident that we are using the pattern.

A simple solution to this problem can be obtained by explicitly indicating that the role Novelty in the navigational diagram is played by books. In this way, we show which additional issues are shown when the node is navigated in that context, and we also show why the home page is directly linked to particular products. Therefore, we can add some semantics to a link that reflects an important design decision.
6, we show part of the resulting navigational diagram in which we have also indicated other roles, such as those derived from OOHDM navigational contexts.

Generalizing, in a role-enhanced navigational diagram we can indicate the use of a Web pattern by specifying those roles played by nodes when participating in the pattern.

The information provided by roles allows us to make the use of patterns explicit in a Web application project and, thereby, to benefit from the pattern properties for the ongoing design. This is useful for making design more explicit, precise and formal. The description of a process for discovering which patterns can be applied in a particular project is outside the scope of this paper (See the concluding remarks section).

Figure 6. Representing patterns usage in the navigational diagram

5 Related work and Discussion

As mentioned in Section 2 some authors have already proposed the use of the role abstraction in software engineering methods; however, so far, the concept has been almost ignored in the hypermedia and Web engineering community.

In [14], design and development of service-based architectures is viewed as building a hypertext structure that specifies structural and semantic behavior externally to items. According to the Information Unit Hypermedia Model (IUHM) [9], each item (data, metadata, service, etc.) of an application is encapsulated in an information unit (IU). Relationships between the components of the application structure are represented as a typed-links hypertext among information units. The role concept is used to type the links that define a semantic structure on information units independently of the type link structure that defines the kind of data contained in information units. A role link of an IU A references an IU B, which models the semantic behavior of all the IUs sharing the same role. A type link specifies how an information unit is syntactically handled independently of its usage. Both role links and type links are typed. The role link structure and the type link structure are interpreted together to determine the dynamic behavior of the application. The role and type links are used both to model and to implement service based application as a hypertext structure. The role concept is used to define the semantic of information units usage. We also use the role concept to give additional semantics to application objects; however our concern is different: while the IUHM is thought as an architectural approach for building service-based applications, we intend to use roles as modeling artifacts.

Another interesting exception is [1]. The authors propose a role-based modeling approach in which different navigational schema are built as role models and nodes are described as different roles of conceptual classes, thus unifying the conceptual and
navigational schema. The main motivation of this approach is to overcome the lack of support for logical modeling of navigation in class-based approaches (like OOHDM, WebML and UWE), and to take into account navigation issues already at the domain level. Role models can be seen as independent conceptual models, and for each context one can have a role model. The authors claim that this additional dimension in conceptual modeling can lead to clearer and more focused models, better customized to different domain contexts [1].

We share some of these motivations: conceptual and navigational design must be better integrated and performed in an incremental, iterative way; in fact, some of the previously mentioned methods have defined their own notations to incorporate user interaction into the design process such as User Interaction Diagrams [8].

However, our approach is different: we propose to enrich both conceptual and navigational models with roles, while preserving the viewing or mapping relationship between these two models, as defined in current methods. In our proposal, materialized as explained in Section 4 with different notations according to the chosen method, roles express different sets of behavioral services for an object in the conceptual model, and different “faces” of a node when being navigated in different contexts.

The discussion above is related with the use of design primitives and abstraction and reuse mechanisms during the Web Engineering life cycle. We think that the design concerns of conceptual (domain) and navigation modeling are different in essence and thus different modeling primitives and abstraction mechanisms are necessary.

Domain modeling and design must be done using well-known object-oriented heuristics and guidelines; a clear identification of classes, their attributes and behaviors is critical during this process. The role abstraction helps to improve this activity by allowing to specify those object behaviors that depend on relationships with other objects.

Meanwhile, navigational design has its roots in mature hypertext theories. Even though navigational components are specified using software engineering methods, the guidelines and heuristics for building a good linking topology are different from those aimed at obtaining a good object-oriented design. It has been shown elsewhere (See for example [22]) that a good navigational model requires opportunistic design decisions both for defining nodes’ attributes, links, indexes and other hypertext structures. Some of these decisions such as those related with the relationship among conceptual and navigational objects are better expressed using a viewing mechanism than with the role mechanism. From a more architectural design point of view nodes can be seen as applications of the Observer design pattern [6], while roles allow to express different signatures (sets of services) for the same class.

As Web applications become mainstream, more complex design problems arise; it is important to use the best abstraction mechanism that is suited to solve each of those problems. Roles can be a powerful tool that must be combined with other existing (class-based) primitives and patterns. However, a deeper discussion on abstraction mechanisms is far beyond the intent of this paper though we hope to have settled the starting points for this discussion.
6 Concluding Remarks and Further work

In this paper we have discussed the use of the role modeling abstraction in the context of the Web Engineering process. We have shown that incorporating roles in our vocabulary and design armory can help us obtain more compact and expressive design models. We have argued that introducing roles in existing Web design methods can improve their modeling power; we have also shown that existing notations for roles can, in general, be used in well-known methods maintaining their consistency. We have also discussed how our approach differs from other uses of roles in the literature.

We are now working on two different research areas: We are looking for good modeling practices (using the role abstraction) when applications are built for different user profiles and common abstractions are necessary for those applications, e.g., when building different navigational models (as in OOHDM) which share some node class definitions. The same problem appears when the user profile needs to be explicitly modeled in the application, for example to provide different access rights according to the current user. In this case we need to integrate two different interpretations of the role idea: roles played by application objects and roles played by the user.

We are also working on the use of patterns all along the engineering process of Web applications. By using a formal representation of navigation patterns with role diagrams, we aim to obtain a systematic approach to improve the derivation of class models from higher level (pattern-based) role models.

We strongly believe that these ideas open a wide research spectrum in the Web Engineering community: there are still many open issues such as how to effectively use roles from the early requirement stages, when roles are to be used instead of other modeling abstractions, the impact of the use of roles in mobile Web applications, etc.
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